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A very high response rate was registered for the 1st consultation.
Virtually all countries submitted their feedback to EC/Axon.

* Repeated answers from telecom groups have only been considered once

29 countries participated in this process

75 different stakeholders provided feedback to the consultation materials

70% of the responses issued by operators

66% of the responses agreed (or partially agreed) with the approach adopted*

1,867 responses received from stakeholders



Outputs
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Method.

54%
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There was broad agreement on the methodology and inputs, but 
disagreement on the outputs

47%

34%

19%

Inputs

Agreement Partial agreement Disagreement

Main comments received:

 Time frame for review was 

insufficient.

 The LRIC+ methodology should 

be adopted.

 Standard/tilted annuities should 

be used.

Main comments received:

 Traffic disaggregation should be 

set per country. 4G traffic split 

too aggressive.

 Actual demand should be more 

aligned with real market data.

 Unit costs were underestimated.

 Source of geo data not 

representative.

Main comments received:

 The number of sites is 

underestimated.

 The cost base is 

underestimated.

 The costs per service are 

underestimated.
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The EC/Axon team addressed the relevant feedback received by 
stakeholders when designing the 2nd draft version of the model

Excerpt of the list of changes introduced in the 2nd draft model

# Worksheet Change/Issue Comments

1 Execution Macro Update of the macro employed to run the model
We have adjusted the macro that controls the execution of the model in order to ensure the "COVER" worksheet is 

updated at the end and that, therefore, the figures presented in there are properly updated.

2 COVER Inclusion of new scenarios

We have included new additional scenarios to be selected from the COVER worksheet. These scenarios are designed to 

provide additional insights to stakeholders. Please note that a number of scenarios were already discussed during 

previous consultation phase and stakeholders should provide feedback only on the on the scenarios for which specific 

questions have been included in the Methodological Approach Document and the template to comment.

3 0A PAR SERVICES
Consideration of international termination traffic 

in the termination increment
Voice incoming traffic from international has been included in the termination increment

4 0D PAR RESOURCES
Disaggregation of the VoLTE platform based on its 

capacity

Two different VoLTE platforms have been disaggregated (size 1 and size 2) to account for differences in the size of this 

platform in different EEA countries.

5 1B INP DEMAND
Update of the demand inputs as a result of new 

EEA averages

Some stakeholders have provided new data in the 1st consultation round that has led to an update of the EEA averages 

and EEA trends. Therefore, some figures may have been updated as a result.

6 1B INP DEMAND Introduction of new demand scenarios

Two additional scenarios have been included to assess the sensitivity of the results to the demand projections performed. 

A conservative scenario, which reduced the expected growth rate of data services when compared with the base case, and 

an aggressive scenario, which increases such growth rate. Further information about the specifics of these two scenarios is 

provided in the Methodological Approach Document.

7 1C INP NW STATISTICS Update of the inputs relying on EEA averages
Given that some stakeholders have provided additional information in the 1st consultation round, the EEA averages 

considered have been updated.

8 1F INP UNITARY COSTS Updated unitary costs for DF elements
The average unit costs for dark fibre network elements has been updated as a result of the new information submitted by 

some stakeholders.

9 1F INP UNITARY COSTS Removed cost for hubs
The unit cost of hubs has been removed as it could be argued that these were double counted with the costs of the radio 

sites themselves.

10 1F INP UNITARY COSTS Differentiated access costs per country

Based on the feedback received in the first consultation round, different unit costs have been introduced for the access 

assets in each country, provided information was reported by the country, and that these were validated and were 

different enough from the EEA average.

11 1F INP UNITARY COSTS
Introduced unit costs for the disaggregated VoLTE 

platform.

Unit costs have been defined for the new VoLTE platform that has been disaggregated, in line with the disaggregation 

described in comment #3.

12 1I INP TECHNOLOGY DIS Introduction of country-based projections
Based on the feedback received we have included an additional scenario to allow the analysis of results when country-

specific technological split trends are considered. This scenario can be selected in the COVER worksheet.

13 1I INP TECHNOLOGY DIS Update of EEA-average trends from 2020
The EEA-average trends from 2020 have been updated for voice and SMS as a result of the new figures provided by some 

countries in the 1st consultation. Consequently, the figures from 2018 and 2019 have also been updated as a result.

14 2A INP NW Updated load factor for Single RAN equipment The maximum load factor for the Single RAN equipment has been reduced to 65% from the previous 80%.

15 2A INP NW Consistency of SMS size We have ensured consistency in the consideration of a SMS size of 125 bytes per SMS.

16 2A INP NW
Consideration of a lower voice blocking 

probability for core elements

Based on the comments received, a specific blocking probability for voice services in the core network has been defined. 

An Erlang B with a 0.2% blocking probability has been set.

17 2A INP NW Updated spectrum efficiency factors considered
Based on the feedback received from some stakeholders, slightly more conservative spectrum efficiency factors have 

been considered.
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The consideration of the feedback and new info received from the 
stakeholders led us to achieve a better reconciliation of sites
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Reconciliation as per the 1st draft model* Reconciliation as per the 2nd draft model*

+35%-35% +20%-20%

* These charts illustrate the difference between the number of sites calculated by the cost model and the average number of sites of the MNOs in 
each country.

Note: Bars are not presented for countries in which we did not have enough information to perform the comparison.
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A similar outcome was observed in the reconciliation of the total 
cost base per country

Reconciliation as per the 1st draft model* Reconciliation as per the 2nd draft model*

+35%-35% +20%-20%

* These charts illustrate the difference between the cost base calculated by the cost model and either the average cost base of MNOs in the 
country or that of a similar operator in terms of market share.  

Note: Bars are not presented for countries in which we did not have enough information to perform the comparison.
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A very high response rate was also registered in the 2nd

consultation

29 countries participated in this process

85 different stakeholders provided feedback to the consultation materials

72% of the responses issued by operators

44% of the responses agreed (or partially agreed) with the approach adopted*

1,273 responses received from stakeholders

* Repeated answers from telecom groups have only been considered once



Q1: Traffic Split Q6: Data forecastQ2: Increments Q4: Cell Radii
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Overview of stakeholders’ position and feedback to the 
methodological questions related with the adoption of scenarios

26%

73%

1%

30%

34%

22%

14%

57%

23%

20%

Same percentages

Country-specific

Other

Base case

Conservative

Other

Term, domest. & roam.

Termination and other

Other

Country-specific

Mix avg. and specific

Other

Conclusion:

 Country-specific 

splits are preferred.

Other: 4G only operator

Conclusion:

 Responses show a 

split of responses.

Other: Various kind of answers

Conclusion:

 Separate increment 

for roaming is 

preferred.

Conclusion:

 Country specific 

inputs are 

preferred.

Other: Various kind of answers Other: Various kind of answers

Aggressive

55%

35%

10%



Overview of stakeholders’ position and feedback to other 
consultation questions (1/5)
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*     Overall agreement from NRAs/MNOs includes Agreements + Partial Agreements. These may also include comments which are not represented.

**   Duplicate/equivalent responses from groups have only been considered once. Summary prepared based on the EC/Axon’s team assessment.

3

Should cell radii 
be consistent 
across EU/EEA 
countries?

Q Description Position* Main sources of disagreement**

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

15%

32%

53%

MNOs’ agreement

43%

48%

59%. Radii vary due to geo/tech reasons

8%.   Radii depend on indoor coverage

8%.   Radii is lower in countries’ borders

8%.   No relevant feedback provided

5

Should the 
threshold to 
identify seasonal 
areas be set at 
50%?

47%. Other thld. proposed (not justified)

12%. No relevant feedback provided

6%.   Impact of this decision is unclear

6%.   Lack of transparency in calculations

7

Do you agree with 
the unit costs set 
for access sites 
and SingleRAN?

48%. Costs are underestimated

29%. No relevant feedback provided

10%. All unit costs should be country spec.

5%.   Cost elements are missing

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

32%

32%

37%

MNOs’ agreement

75%

60%

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

20%

25%

55%

MNOs’ agreement

80%

34%



Overview of stakeholders’ position and feedback to other 
consultation questions (2/5)
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*     Overall agreement from NRAs/MNOs includes Agreements + Partial Agreements. These may also include comments which are not represented.

**   Duplicate/equivalent responses from groups have only been considered once. Summary prepared based on the EC/Axon’s team assessment.
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Do you agree with 
the country 
specific 
projections for 
the technological 
split of traffic?

Q Description Position* Main sources of disagreement**

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

18%

53%

28%

MNOs’ agreement

84%

66%

38%. No relevant feedback provided

23%. 2/3G switch off to be considered

15%. New data provided

8%.   4G split is too high

9
Do you agree with 
the cell radii 
inputs defined?

82%. No relevant feedback provided

9%.   Unclear calculation of EEA averages

5%.   Input is not clear

5%.   Input should reflect an efficient MNO

10
Do you agree with 
the useful lives 
for spectrum?

50%. No relevant feedback provided

25%. UL’s differ from MNO’s

13%. UL’s differ from NRA’s model

6%.   New data provided

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

18%

26%

56%

MNOs’ agreement

65%

35%

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

20%

49%

31%

MNOs’ agreement

62%

82%



Overview of stakeholders’ position and feedback to other 
consultation questions (3/5)
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*     Overall agreement from NRAs/MNOs includes Agreements + Partial Agreements. These may also include comments which are not represented.

**   Duplicate/equivalent responses from groups have only been considered once. Summary prepared based on the EC/Axon’s team assessment.

*** Question addressed as per the SC's request. Nevertheless, we believe this question was misunderstood by a broad number of stakeholders.
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Should scenarios 
leading to mis-
reconciliation be 
considered in the 
assessment of 
results?***

Q Description Position* Main sources of disagreement**

12

Do you agree with 
the methodology 
to assess the 
reconciliation of 
sites?

62%. No relevant feedback provided

15%. Reference for comparison not valid

8%.   The margin of error should be lower

5%.   Analysis to be performed per MNO

13

Do you agree with 
the number of 
access sites for 
the reference 
operator?

29%. Sites are too low (no justifications)

27%. Sites are lower than MNO’s

20%. No relevant feedback provided

15%. Sites should not decline over time

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

20%

22%

58%

MNOs’ agreement

71%

29%

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

12%

18%

70%

MNOs’ agreement

55%

21%

59%. No relevant feedback provided

41%. If some scenarios lead to mis-

reconciliation, it means the model is faulty

11%. Reconciliation exercise is inaccurate

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

30%

29%

41%

MNOs’ agreement

80%

50%



Overview of stakeholders’ position and feedback to other 
consultation questions (4/5)
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*     Overall agreement from NRAs/MNOs includes Agreements + Partial Agreements. These may also include comments which are not represented.

**   Duplicate/equivalent responses from groups have only been considered once. Summary prepared based on the EC/Axon’s team assessment.

*** Member State

14

Do you agree with 
the methodology 
to assess the 
reconciliation of 
costs?

Q Description Position* Main sources of disagreement**

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

11%

38%

51%

MNOs’ agreement

71%

41%

81%. No relevant feedback provided

5%.   Reference for comparison not valid

5%.   Analysis to be performed per MS***

5%.   Analysis to be performed per MNO

15

Do you agree with 
the cost base 
calculated for the 
reference 
operator?

52%. No relevant feedback provided

13%. Costs are lower than NRA’s model

10%. Costs are lower than an MNO

10%. Costs affected by modelling issues 
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Do you agree with 
the roaming in 
data costs 
obtained?

58%. No relevant feedback provided

19%. Low costs due to mis-reconciliation

8%.   Costs are lower than NRA’s model

8%.   Costs affected by modelling issues

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

17%

12%

71%

MNOs’ agreement

53%

22%

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

9%

12%

78%

MNOs’ agreement

31%

19%



Overview of stakeholders’ position and feedback to other 
consultation questions (5/5)
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*     Overall agreement from NRAs/MNOs includes Agreements + Partial Agreements. These may also include comments which are not represented.

**   Duplicate/equivalent responses from groups have only been considered once. Summary prepared based on the EC/Axon’s team assessment.
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Do you agree with 
the voice 
termination costs 
obtained?

Q Description Position* Main sources of disagreement**

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

19%

10%

71%

MNOs’ agreement

33%

27%

37%. No relevant feedback provided

26%. Costs are lower than NRA’s model

12%. Low costs due to mis-reconciliation

7%.   LRIC+ should be adopted

18

Do you agree with 
the roaming in 
voice costs 
obtained?

51%. No relevant feedback provided

20%. Low costs due to mis-reconciliation

11%. Costs are lower than NRA’s model

8%.   Costs affected by modelling issues

19

Do you agree with 
the transit 
charges 
estimated?

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

10%

13%

76%

MNOs’ agreement

40%

19%

NRAs’ agreement

Agree

Part. Agree

Disagree

28%

26%

46%

MNOs’ agreement

75%

48%

46%. Underestimated

33%. Overestimated

13%. Unjustified regulation of transit

8%. Other



Treatment of key areas of discussion: Selection of scenarios
The model will keep all scenarios for the EC to assess the results under 
different perspectives
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Scenario Alternatives

VoLTE Scenario
• 4G Operator
• Terminal Adoption

Annualisation criteria
• Economic depreciation based on ARPU
• Economic depreciation based on demand

Roaming increment
• Specific roaming increment
• Joint roaming and domestic increment

Specific cost allocation
• Allocation based on GB
• Allocation based on drivers

Traffic split per 
technology forecasts

• Same percentages across EEA from 2020
• Country-specific projections

Cell Radii
• Mix EEA Average-Country specific figures
• Country specific figures only

Threshold to identify 
seasonal patterns

• 10%
• 30%
• 50%

Demand

• Conservative
• Base-case / Average
• Aggressive

Set of scenarios considered in the model
 The EC/Axon team will take into 

consideration the preferences shown 

by stakeholders in the adoption of the 

different scenarios.

 Nevertheless, all scenarios will be kept 

in the model and their results will always 

be available for the EC’s assessment. 

 The EC will take the results generated 

under the different scenarios as an 

input for its decision making process. 

 Only the results produced under scenarios 

that lead to mis-reconciliations will be 

disregarded.



Treatment of key areas of discussion: Cell radii 
The cell radii values (in the same conditions) provided by stakeholders 
showed wide differences between EEA countries that cannot be justified.
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 Cell radii inputs were requested under 

the same conditions to all stakeholders 

(e.g. maximum cell radius achieved in 

greenfield areas in the case of rural 

geotypes).

 Although some differences could be 

expected across countries (e.g. due to 

different QoS), the broad variations 

registered seemed hardly justifiable, as 

these could not be explained by 

demographic or topographic constraints 

(which were already accounted for in 

each geotype).

Maximum rural cell radius reported by NRAs in 900*
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* Only the 23 countries that reported this information with the requested disaggregation have been presented in this exhibit.



Treatment of key areas of discussion: Cell radii 
In order to check the representativeness of this information, we compared 
the resulting coverage sites with the average sites per country
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 To validate the representativeness of the information received at country level, we compared the average 

number of sites of the MNOs in the country (as provided by NRAs in the information request) against an 

estimate of the expected number of coverage sites in the country.

 If the resulting number of coverage sites was above the average number of sites in the country (including 

coverage and capacity driven sites), this pointed out to a likely lack of representativeness of the data 

reported by the stakeholders for the country under assessment.

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 = 

𝑖

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑖

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑖
= 

𝑖

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑖

2 · 3 · 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 𝑖 2

Cell radii provided could be 

representative of the modelled country

Cell radii provided is not representative 

of the modelled country

< Average sites in the country > Average sites in the country

Approach adopted to validate the representativeness of the cell radii figures for each country



Treatment of key areas of discussion: Cell radii
The cell radii values provided by stakeholders resulted in an incorrect 
number of mobile sites in at least half of EEA countries
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Coverage (country-specific cell radii*) vs average sites per country

 The cell radii provided by 

some NRAs does not reflect 

the realities in their 

countries (e.g. the resulting 

coverage sites ~600% 

above the total number of 

sites in the country as 

provided by their NRA).

 In order to ensure 

consistency across the EEA, 

we considered it preferable 

to use an alternative 

approach that would be 

applied to all EEA countries. 
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Note: The comparison presented in this exhibit was performed outside the model, based on strictly technical formulas.

* Only the 23 countries that reported this information with the requested disaggregation have been presented in this exhibit.
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Treatment of key areas of discussion: Cell radii
Our alternative approach using EEA averages (based on the data reported 
by the NRAs) proved to lead to more consistent outputs

Illustrative EEA average LTE cell radii considered
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Maximum Cell Radius (Km)

High
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Low

 The ‘Mix EEA Average – Country 

specific figures’ scenario takes 

into consideration potential 

differences between countries by 

using cell radii ranges (as 

illustrated).

 The EEA averages were calculated 

based on the actual data reported 

by stakeholders.

 The new comparison of coverage 

sites vs the total average sites 

(inc. coverage +capacity) per 

country also shows the improved 

reasonability of these figures.

Re-calculated coverage sites vs average sites*
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Note: The comparison presented in this exhibit was performed outside the model, based on strictly technical formulas.

* Only the 23 countries that reported this information with the requested disaggregation have been presented in this exhibit.
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Treatment of key areas of discussion: Cell radii
Our comparison of cell radii values against those used by a sub-set of 
NRAs in their models supports their validity 

Illustrative visualization of the cell radii inputs
 Although it is not possible to extract 

the cell radii inputs from Bottom-Up 

models for all NRAs (as not all NRAs 

have developed or have publicly 

available Bottom-Up models), we have 

extracted the cell radii inputs from the 

five Bottom-Up models also checked 

for the assessment of MTRs*:

• France

• United Kingdom

• Netherlands

• Denmark

• Norway

 The objective of this analysis was to 

assess the reasonability of the figures 

considered in our model.

Effective outdoor coverage cell radius Dense urban Urban Suburban Rural

900MHz km 1,0 2,2 3,6 7,9

1800MHz km 0,8 1,6 2,7 5,9

3G (2100MHz) km 0,4 0,6 1,3 3,5

3G (lower frequency) km 0,9 1,9 3,3 7,3

GSM 1800MHz

Geotype Source: Retained from 2011 MCT model

1 Urban km 1,10

2 Suburban 1 km 2,10

3 Suburban 2 km 2,10

4 Rural 1 km 4,00

5 Rural 2 km 4,33

6 Rural 3 km 5,33

7 Rural 4 km 8,33

700 MHz 800 MHz 900 MHz 1800 MHz 2100 MHz 2600 MHz

Dense urban 0,56 0,53 0,45 0,38 0,34 0,34

Urban 2,40 2,33 1,61 1,36 1,63 1,61

Urban priority zones 2,40 2,33 1,61 1,36 1,63 1,61

Suburban 5,49 5,18 4,46 3,77 3,94 3,29

Suburban priority zones 5,49 5,18 4,46 3,77 3,94 3,29

Suburban white zones 3,70 3,56 3,11 2,62 3,52 2,18

Rural 5,93 5,59 4,95 4,18 4,25 3,50

Rural priority zones 5,93 5,59 4,95 4,18 4,35 3,50

Rural white zones 4,06 3,90 3,41 2,88 3,60 2,39

Rural mountainous 4,68 4,41 3,86 3,26 3,21 2,78

Rural mountainous priority zones 4,68 4,41 3,86 3,26 3,17 2,78

Rural mountainous white zones 3,27 3,15 2,75 2,32 2,90 1,93

UK

FR

DK

* This list was agree with the members of the Steering Committee
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Treatment of key areas of discussion: Cell radii
In order to perform this comparison, cell radii inputs had to be extracted 
and treated with care to ensure their equivalence

Cell radii 
input 
consistency

 Cell radii has to be defined 

consistently with the formulae to 

calculate the area covered by a site.

 The same cell radii inputs can lead 

to different results if the formulation 

employed differs.

Geotype 
assessment

 Cell radii is defined at geotype level.

 Geotypes in each model may differ.

 The most similar geotypes between 

the models need to be selected to 

guarantee the coherence of the 

comparison

Aspect Areas of relevance Example

 DK model disaggregates 

dense-urban/urban geotypes.

 Aggregated urban cell radii can 

be calculated as an average, 

weighted by the area of each 

sub-geotype.

Model 
radius

<
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Treatment of key areas of discussion: Cell radii
The comparison performed shows that our inputs are in the same range 
as those considered in NRAs’ Bottom-Up models
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 The cell radii figures considered in 

the EC/Axon cost model are in line 

with those extracted from the 

sample group of NRA Bottom-Up 

models.

 On the other hand, the cell radii 

differences among these cost 

models are neither clear to us 

(e.g. why is the cell radii in DK’s 

rural areas achieved in low bands 

~50% higher than NL’s?).

 The figures adopted by NRAs 

seem to confirm the reasonability 

of the values considered in the 

EC/Axon cost model.

Comparison of EC/Axon and NRA’s BU cell radii*
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*   Norway is not represented in this exhibit as it does not define geotypes but provinces/regions.
** The model’s references represent the average of the inputs considered for all EEA countries.



Treatment of key areas of discussion: Reconciliation
Despite the opposition to the results (specially by MNOs), no clear 
justifications were received proving the mis-reconciliation of the model
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Sites reconciliation in the 2nd draft model

+20%-20%

 The re-conciliation performed by the EC/Axon team 

was based directly on the information reported 

by NRAs on sites and costs from their national MNOs.

 Nevertheless, most of the comments received were 

based on comparisons that:

• Considered the realities of one single operator 

(may not always be representative of the avg.).

• Considered additional (e.g. retail costs) or fewer 

(e.g. spectrum) cost categories.

 On the other hand, given the techno-economic nature 

of the model, a ±20% difference from the average 

is considered as a reasonable confidence interval

for the 28 Member States. Additionally, differences 

appear in both directions (below and above 0%), 

proving there is no bias in the model’s results.
Average deviation from reference: -0,93%
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Overview of the actions adopted by the EC/AXON team based on 
the feedback provided by the stakeholders (1/4)

Q Main aspects identified by stakeholders Approach followed

1

Traffic Split

 Country-specific technological splits are 
preferred.

 Recognised stakeholders’ preference while keeping both 
scenarios.

 Considered new information provided by BG and EL.

2
Definition of increments

 Separate increment for roaming is preferred.

 Recognised stakeholders’ preference while keeping both 
scenarios.

3

Consistency of cell radii across countries

 Radii vary due to geo/tech reasons

 Radii depend on indoor coverage

 Radii is lower in countries’ borders

 Improved the description of the ‘Mix EEA Average – Country 
specific figures’ scenario, indicating that the impact of 
national differences in geo/demographic conditions on cell 
radii is already captured in this scenario.

 Considered new information provided by DE and PL.
4

Cell radii scenarios

 Country specific cell radii figures are 
preferred.

5

Threshold to consider seasonal patterns

 Other seasonality thresholds proposed

 Impact of this decision is unclear

 Lack of transparency in calculations

 Kept the different scenarios in the model.

 Improved the algorithms employed for the 30% and 10% 
threshold scenarios to take into account the comments 
provided by stakeholders.
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Overview of the actions adopted by the EC/AXON team based on 
the feedback provided by the stakeholders (2/4)

Q Main aspects identified by stakeholders Approach followed

6

Data forecast scenarios

 No clear preference on the data forecast 
scenario to be considered.

 Kept all scenarios so that their results can be considered.

 Considered corrected historical information reported by PL.

 No updates of demand volumes for 2018 onwards based on 
updated market data have been performed, despite the new 
figures reported by NL, SI and ES, as already announced at 
Workshop 1.

7

Unit costs for access sites and Single RAN

 Costs are underestimated

 All unit costs should be country specific

 Cost elements are missing

 Kept the approach presented in the 2nd draft version of the 
model (i.e. consider the values originally provided by 
stakeholders).

 Considered additional information reported by DE and ES.

8

Traffic split per technology projections

 2G/3G switch off to be considered

 New data provided

 4G split is too high

 Kept the approach presented in the 2nd draft model.

 The 2G/3G switch off has not been considered due to the 
lack of detailed plans about this migration provided by the 
stakeholders raising this comment.

 Considered additional information reported by BG.

9

Cell radii inputs

 Unclear calculation of EEA averages

 Input is not clear

 Input should reflect an efficient MNO

 Further clarifications have been provided on the approach 
adopted.
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Overview of the actions adopted by the EC/AXON team based on 
the feedback provided by the stakeholders (3/4)

Q Main aspects identified by stakeholders Approach followed

10

Useful lives for spectrum

 UL’s differ from MNO’s

 UL’s differ from NRA’s model

 New data provided

 Adjusted spectrum useful lives based on data provided by AT 
and EL.

 Kept the same values as in the 2nd draft model for the 
remaining countries (originally provided by stakeholders).

11
Scenarios that lead to mis-reconciliation*

 Mis-reconciliation means the model is faulty

 Mis-reconciliated scenarios are not considered relevant.

 Mis-reconciliations do not need to imply that the model is 
faulty. On the contrary, if inputs are not representative (e.g. 
cell radii), this behaviour should be expected.

12

Methodology to assess sites’ reconciliation

 Reference for comparison not valid

 The margin of error should be lower

 Analysis to be performed per MNO

 Improved the explanations of the rationale behind the 
definition of the reference for comparison.

 Provided further evidence about the reasonability of the 
exercise carried out.

13

Sites’ reconciliation

 Sites are too low (no justifications)

 Sites are lower than MNO’s

 Sites should not decline over time

 Implementation of (minor) areas of improvement in the 
dimensioning algorithms identified by some 
stakeholders.

14

Methodology to assess costs’ reconciliation

 Reference for comparison not valid

 Analysis to be performed per country/MNO

 Improved the explanations of the rationale behind the 
definition of the reference for comparison.

 Provided further evidence about the reasonability of the 
exercise carried out.

* Question addressed as per the SC's request. Nevertheless, we believe this question was misunderstood by a broad number of stakeholders.
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Overview of the actions adopted by the EC/AXON team based on 
the feedback provided by the stakeholders (4/4)

Q Main aspects identified by stakeholders Approach followed

15

Costs’ reconciliation

 Costs are lower than NRA’s model

 Costs are lower than an MNO

 Costs affected by modelling issues 

 Implementation of (minor) areas of improvement in the 
dimensioning algorithms identified by some stakeholders.

16

Roaming in data costs

 Low costs due to mis-reconciliation

 Costs are lower than NRA’s model

 Reviewed some very specific routing factors in the light of 
the comments raised by two NRAs.

17

Voice termination costs

 Costs are lower than NRA’s model

 Low costs due to mis-reconciliation

 LRIC+ should be adopted

18

Roaming in voice costs

 Low costs due to mis-reconciliation

 Costs are lower than NRA’s model

 Costs affected by modelling issues

19

Transit charges

 Underestimated

 Overestimated

 Unjustified regulation of transit

 Kept the transit charges estimate ranges provided during 2nd

consultation.
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